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CHAPTER I
SEVENTH SESSION
(FIRST RESUMPTION)
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Part I
Proceedings
A.

Introduction

1.
In accordance with the decision of the Assembly of States Parties (hereinafter “the
Assembly”) to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, taken at the 7th meeting of its
sixth session, on 14 December 2007,1 and the decision of the Bureau of the Assembly, taken at its
2nd meeting, on 4 March 2008, the Assembly convened the first resumption of the seventh session
at United Nations Headquarters from 19 to 23 January 2009.
2.
In accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly of States Parties, 2 the
Secretariat of the Assembly invited all States Parties to the Rome Statute to participate in the first
resumption of the seventh session. Other States which had signed the Statute or the Final Act were
also invited to participate in the session as observers.
3.
In accordance with rule 92 of the Rules of Procedure, also invited as observers to the first
resumption of the seventh session were representatives of intergovernmental organizations and
other entities that had received a standing invitation from the General Assembly pursuant to its
relevant resolutions 3 as well as representatives of regional intergovernmental organizations and
other international bodies invited to the United Nations Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries
on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (Rome, June/July 1998), accredited to the
Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court or invited by the Assembly of States
Parties.
4.
Furthermore, in accordance with rule 93 of the Rules of Procedure, non-governmental
organizations invited to the Rome Conference, registered to the Preparatory Commission for the
International Criminal Court or having consultative status with the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations whose activities were relevant to the activities of the Court or that had been
invited by the Assembly of States Parties attended and participated in the work of the Assembly of
States Parties.
5.
In accordance with rule 94 of the Rules of Procedure, the following States that had been
invited during the seventh session to be present during the work of the Assembly, excluding those
that had become party to the Statute, continued in that capacity at the first resumption of the seventh
session: Bhutan, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Equatorial Guinea, Grenada, Kiribati, Lao
People's Democratic Republic, Lebanon, Maldives, Mauritania, Micronesia (Federated States of),
Myanmar, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Rwanda, Somalia, Swaziland, Tonga, Turkmenistan,
Tuvalu and Vanuatu.
6.
The list of delegations to the first resumption of the seventh session is contained in
document ICC-ASP/7/INF.1/Add.1.
7.
The first resumption of the seventh session was presided by the President of the Assembly
of States Parties, H.E. Mr. Christian Wenaweser (Liechtenstein).
1
Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
Sixth session, New York, 30 November - 14 December 2007 (International Criminal Court publication,
ICC-ASP/6/20), vol. I, part I, para. 56.
2
Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
First session, New York, 3-10 September 2002 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.03.V.2 and
corrigendum), part II.C.
3
Resolutions 253 (III), 477 (V), 2011 (XX), 3208 (XXIX), 3237 (XXIX), 3369 (XXX), 31/3, 33/18, 35/2, 35/3,
36/4, 42/10, 43/6, 44/6, 45/6, 46/8, 47/4, 48/2, 48/3, 48/4, 48/5, 48/237, 48/265, 49/1, 49/2, 50/2, 51/1, 51/6,
51/204, 52/6, 53/5, 53/6, 53/216, 54/5, 54/10, 54/195, 55/160, 55/161, 56/90, 56/91, 56/92, 57/29, 57/30, 57/31,
57/32, 58/83, 58/84, 58/85, 58/86, 59/48, 59/49, 59/50, 59/51, 59/52, 59/53, 61/43, 61/259 and decision 56/475.
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8.

The Bureau of the seventh session continued as follows:
President:
Mr. Christian Wenaweser (Liechtenstein)
Vice-Presidents:
Mr. Jorge Lomonaco (Mexico)
Mr. Zachary D. Muburi-Muita (Kenya)
Rapporteur:
Ms. Simona Drenik (Slovenia)
Other members of the Bureau:
Australia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Estonia, Gabon, Georgia, Japan, Jordan, Nigeria, Norway,
Romania, Samoa, South Africa, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).

9.
The Credentials Committee also continued to serve at the first resumption of the seventh
session, with the following membership: Costa Rica, Estonia, Ireland, Lesotho, Netherlands,
Republic of Korea, Serbia, Suriname and Uganda.
10.
The Director of the Secretariat of the Assembly, Mr. Renan Villacis, acted as Secretary of
the Assembly. The Assembly was serviced by the Secretariat.
11.
At its 8th meeting, on 19 January 2009, the Assembly adopted the following agenda (ICCASP/7/2):
1. Adoption of the agenda.
2. States in arrears.
3. Credentials of representatives of States at the first resumption of the seventh session.
4. Organization of work.
5. Election of six judges.
6. Election of six members of the Committee on Budget and Finance.
7. Other matters.

B.

Consideration of issues on the agenda of the Assembly during the
first resumption of the seventh session

1.

States in arrears

12.
At its 8th meeting, on 19 January 2009, the Assembly was informed that article 112,
paragraph 8, first sentence, of the Rome Statute was applicable to six States Parties. The Assembly
was also informed that six States Parties had submitted a request for exemption under article 112,
paragraph 8, second sentence. In accordance with resolution ICC-ASP/5/Res.3, annex III,
recommendation 9, the Assembly approved, at its 8th meeting, on 19 January 2009, the requests for
exemption from the following six States Parties: Burundi, Central African Republic, Comoros,
Guinea, Niger and Sierra Leone.
13.
The President of the Assembly renewed the appeal to States Parties in arrears to settle their
accounts with the Court as soon as possible. The President also appealed to all States Parties to pay
their assessed contributions for 2009 in a timely manner.
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2.

Credentials of representatives of States Parties at the first resumption of the
seventh session

14.
At its 11th meeting, on 22 January 2009, the Assembly adopted the report of the Credentials
Committee (see annex I to this report).

3.

Election of six judges

15.
At the 9th meeting, on 19 January 2009, the Assembly, on the recommendation of the
Bureau, decided that for the purposes of electing judges of the International Criminal Court, any
meeting of the Assembly should continue until as many candidates as were required for all seats to
be filled had obtained, in one or more ballots, the highest number of votes and a two-thirds majority
of the States Parties present and voting. Consequently, all candidates elected as judges should be
considered as having been elected at the same meeting irrespective of whether or not the ballot
continued for one or more days.
16.
At the same meeting, the Assembly recommended that the candidates should not be present
in the conference room when the Assembly was engaged in the process of voting.
17.
At its 9th meeting, held on 19 and 20 January 2009, the Assembly proceeded to elect six
judges of the International Criminal Court in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Rome
Statute, as well as of resolution ICC-ASP/3/Res.6.
18.

The following candidates were elected judges of the International Criminal Court:
Joyce Aluoch (Kenya) (AFR, list A, F);
Sanji Mmasenono Monageng (Botswana) (AFR, list B, F);
Fumiko Saiga (Japan) (ASIA, list B, F);
Mohamed Shahabuddeen (Guyana) (GRULAC, list B, M);4
Cuno Tarfusser (Italy) (WEO, list A, M); and
Christine Van den Wyngaert (Belgium) (WEO, list A, F).5

19.
The Assembly conducted nine ballots. In the first round, 108 ballots were cast, of which
two were invalid and 106 were valid; the number of States Parties voting was 108 and the required
two-thirds majority was 72. The following candidates obtained the highest number of votes and a
two-thirds majority of the States Parties present and voting: Mohamed Shahabuddeen (Guyana) (79)
and Fumiko Saiga (Japan) (72).
20.
In the third round, 108 ballots were cast, of which none were invalid and 108 were valid;
the number of States Parties voting was 108 and the required two-thirds majority was 72. Cuno
Tarfusser (Italy) obtained the highest number of votes (74) and a two-thirds majority of the States
Parties present and voting.

4

By a communication dated 16 February 2009, Mr. Mohamed Shahabuddeen (Guyana) indicated that he was
not in a position to assume his duties as a judge of the International Criminal Court.
5
WEO = Western European and other States.
AFR = African States.
ASIA = Asian States.
EE = Eastern European States.
GRULAC = Group of Latin American and Caribbean States.
M = male.
F = female.
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21.
In the fourth round, 107 ballots were cast, of which none were invalid and 107 were valid;
the number of States Parties voting was 107 and the required two-thirds majority was 72. Sanji
Mmasenono Monageng (Botswana) obtained the highest number of votes (75) and a two-thirds
majority of the States Parties present and voting.
22.
In the fifth round, 108 ballots were cast, of which none were invalid and 108 were valid; the
number of States Parties voting was 108 and the required two-thirds majority was 72. Christine Van
den Wyngaert (Belgium) obtained the highest number of votes (73) and a two-thirds majority of the
States Parties present and voting.
23.
In the ninth round, 108 ballots were cast, of which none were invalid and 108 were valid;
the number of abstentions was eight; the number of States Parties voting was 100 and the required
two-thirds majority was 67. Joyce Aluoch (Kenya) obtained the highest number of votes (100) and a
two-thirds majority of the States Parties present and voting.
Commencement of terms of office of judges
24.
At the 9th meeting, on 19 January 2009, the Assembly, on the recommendation of the
Bureau, decided that the terms of office of judges of the International Criminal Court elected by the
Assembly shall begin to run as from 11 March following the date of their election.

4.

Election of six members of the Committee on Budget and Finance

25.
At its 10th meeting, on 22 January 2009, the Assembly, in accordance with paragraph 11 of
resolution ICC-ASP/1/Res.5, dispensed with a secret ballot and elected by consensus the following
candidates as members of the Committee on Budget and Finance:
Mr. Masud Husain (Canada)
Ms. Rossette Nyirinkindi Katungye (Uganda)
Ms. Elena Sopková (Slovakia)
Mr. Santiago Wins (Uruguay)
26.
In respect of the candidates from the Asian States, the Assembly, in accordance with
paragraphs 10, 11 and 12 of resolution ICC-ASP/1/Res.5, conducted a secret ballot and elected the
following candidates as members of the Committee on Budget and Finance:
Mr. Fawzi Gharaibeh (Jordan)
Mr. Shinichi Iida (Japan)
27.
The Assembly conducted one ballot. One hundred three ballots were cast, of which none
were invalid and 103 were valid; the number of States Parties voting was 103 and the required twothirds majority was 69. The following candidates obtained the highest number of votes and a twothirds majority of the States Parties present and voting: Mr. Shinichi Iida (Japan) (77) and Mr.
Fawzi Gharaibeh (Jordan) (69).
28.
At the same meeting, the Assembly decided that the terms of office of the six members
should begin to run as from 21 April following the date of their election.
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Annex I
Report of the Credentials Committee
Chairperson: H.E. Mr. Paul Wilke (Netherlands)
1.
At its 8th plenary meeting, on 19 January 2009, the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court, in accordance with rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure of
the Assembly of States Parties, appointed a Credentials Committee for its first resumption of the
seventh session, consisting of the following States Parties: Costa Rica, Estonia, Ireland, Lesotho,
Netherlands, Republic of Korea, Serbia, Suriname and Uganda.
2.

The Credentials Committee held two meetings on 19 and 22 January 2009.

3.
At its meeting on 22 January 2009, the Committee had before it a memorandum by the
Secretariat, dated 22 January 2009, concerning the credentials of representatives of States Parties to
the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court to the first resumption of the seventh session
of the Assembly of States Parties. The Chairman of the Committee updated the information
contained therein.
4.
As noted in paragraph 1 of the memorandum and the statement relating thereto, formal
credentials of representatives to the first resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly of
States Parties, in the form required by rule 24 of the Rules of Procedure, had been received as at the
time of the meeting of the Credentials Committee from the following 63 States Parties in respect of
their representatives to the first resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly of States Parties:
Afghanistan, Andorra, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Benin, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Colombia, Cook Islands, Croatia,
Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Gambia, Germany, Greece, Guinea, Guyana,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Namibia, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania,
Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Senegal, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia and Uruguay.
5.
As noted in paragraph 2 of the memorandum, information concerning the appointment of
the representatives of States Parties to the first resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly of
States Parties had been communicated to the Secretariat, as at the time of the meeting of the
Credentials Committee, by means of a cable or a telefax from the Head of State or Government or
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, by the following 40 States Parties:
Albania, Austria, Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Botswana, Burundi, Cambodia, Central
African Republic, Comoros, Congo, Costa Rica, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Djibouti, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Fiji, Georgia, Ghana, Honduras, Latvia,
Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mexico, Mongolia, Montenegro, Nauru, Paraguay, Samoa, San
Marino, Sierra Leone, Tajikistan, Timor-Leste, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia.
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6.
The following 5 States Parties submitted their credentials to the seventh session and have
not communicated to the Secretariat any information regarding amendments to their representatives
to the first resumption of the seventh session, and it is understood that their representatives are the
same as in the regular session:
Chad, Gabon, Mali, Niger and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).
7.
The Chairperson recommended that the Committee accept the credentials of the
representatives of all States Parties mentioned in the Secretariat’s memorandum, on the
understanding that formal credentials for representatives of the States Parties referred to in
paragraph 5 of the present report, where there are changes from the regular session, would be
communicated to the Secretariat as soon as possible.
8.

On the proposal of the Chairperson, the Committee adopted the following draft resolution:
“The Credentials Committee,
Having examined the credentials of the representatives to the first resumption of the seventh
session of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court, referred to in paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of the present report;
Accepts the credentials of the representatives of the States Parties concerned.”

9.

The draft resolution proposed by the Chairperson was adopted without a vote.

10.
The Chairperson then proposed that the Committee recommend to the Assembly of States
Parties the adoption of a draft resolution (see paragraph 12 below). The proposal was adopted
without a vote.
11.
In the light of the foregoing, the present report is submitted to the Assembly of States
Parties.
Recommendation of the Credentials Committee
12.
The Credentials Committee recommends to the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court the adoption of the following draft resolution:
“Credentials of representatives to the first resumption of the seventh session of the
Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
The Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
Having considered the report of the Credentials Committee on the credentials of
representatives to the first resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly and the
recommendation contained therein,
Approves the report of the Credentials Committee.”
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Part I
Proceedings
A.

Introduction

1.
In accordance with the decision of the Assembly of States Parties (hereinafter “the
Assembly”) to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, taken at the 7th meeting of its
sixth session, on 14 December 2007,1 and the decision of the Bureau of the Assembly, taken at its
11th meeting, on 9 September 2008, the Assembly held the second resumption of the seventh
session at United Nations Headquarters from 9 to 13 February 2009.
2.
In accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly of States Parties, 2 the
Secretariat of the Assembly invited all States Parties to the Rome Statute to participate in the second
resumption of the seventh session. Other States which had signed the Statute or the Final Act were
also invited to participate in the session as observers.
3.
In accordance with rule 92 of the Rules of Procedure, also invited as observers to the
second resumption of the seventh session were representatives of intergovernmental organizations
and other entities that had received a standing invitation from the General Assembly pursuant to its
relevant resolutions 3 as well as representatives of regional intergovernmental organizations and
other international bodies invited to the United Nations Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries
on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court (Rome, June/July 1998), accredited to the
Preparatory Commission for the International Criminal Court or invited by the Assembly of States
Parties.
4.
Furthermore, in accordance with rule 93 of the Rules of Procedure, non-governmental
organizations invited to the Rome Conference, registered to the Preparatory Commission for the
International Criminal Court or having consultative status with the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations whose activities were relevant to the activities of the Court or that had been
invited by the Assembly of States Parties attended and participated in the work of the Assembly of
States Parties.
5.
In accordance with rule 94 of the Rules of Procedure, the following States that had been
invited during the seventh session to be present during the work of the Assembly, excluding those
that had become party to the Statute, continued in that capacity at the second resumption of the
seventh session: Bhutan, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Equatorial Guinea, Grenada,
Kiribati, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lebanon, Maldives, Mauritania, Micronesia (Federated
States of), Myanmar, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Rwanda, Somalia, Swaziland, Tonga,
Turkmenistan, Tuvalu and Vanuatu.
6.
The list of delegations to the second resumption of the seventh session is contained in
document ICC-ASP/7/INF.1/Add.2.

1

Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
Sixth session, New York, 30 November - 14 December 2007 (International Criminal Court publication,
ICC-ASP/6/20), vol. I, part I, para. 56.
2
Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
First session, New York, 3-10 September 2002 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.03.V.2 and
corrigendum), part II.C.
3
Resolutions 253 (III), 477 (V), 2011 (XX), 3208 (XXIX), 3237 (XXIX), 3369 (XXX), 31/3, 33/18, 35/2, 35/3,
36/4, 42/10, 43/6, 44/6, 45/6, 46/8, 47/4, 48/2, 48/3, 48/4, 48/5, 48/237, 48/265, 49/1, 49/2, 50/2, 51/1, 51/6,
51/204, 52/6, 53/5, 53/6, 53/216, 54/5, 54/10, 54/195, 55/160, 55/161, 56/90, 56/91, 56/92, 57/29, 57/30, 57/31,
57/32, 58/83, 58/84, 58/85, 58/86, 59/48, 59/49, 59/50, 59/51, 59/52, 59/53, 61/43, 61/259, 63/131, 63/132 and
decision 56/475.
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7.
The second resumption of the seventh session was presided by the President of the
Assembly of States Parties, H.E. Mr. Christian Wenaweser (Liechtenstein).
8.

The Bureau of the seventh session continued as follows:
President:
Mr. Christian Wenaweser (Liechtenstein)
Vice-Presidents:
Mr. Jorge Lomonaco (Mexico)
Mr. Zachary D. Muburi-Muita (Kenya)
Rapporteur:
Mr. Marko Rakovec (Slovenia)
Other members of the Bureau:
Australia, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Estonia, Gabon, Georgia, Japan, Jordan, Nigeria, Norway,
Romania, Samoa, South Africa, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).

9.
The Credentials Committee also continued to serve at the second resumption of the seventh
session, with the following membership: Costa Rica, Estonia, Ireland, Lesotho, Netherlands,
Republic of Korea, Serbia, Suriname and Uganda.
10.
The Director of the Secretariat of the Assembly, Mr. Renan Villacis, acted as Secretary of
the Assembly. The Assembly was serviced by the Secretariat.
11.
At its 12th meeting, on 9 February 2009, the Assembly adopted the following agenda (ICCASP/7/35):
1. Adoption of the agenda.
2. States in arrears.
3. Credentials of representatives of States at the second resumption of the seventh session.
4. Organization of work.
5. Report of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression..
6. Other matters.

B.

Consideration of issues on the agenda of the Assembly during the
second resumption of the seventh session

1.

States in arrears

12.
At its 12th meeting, on 9 February 2009, the Assembly was informed that article 112,
paragraph 8, first sentence, of the Rome Statute was applicable to six States Parties.
13.
The President of the Assembly renewed the appeal to States Parties in arrears to settle their
accounts with the Court as soon as possible. The President also appealed to all States Parties to pay
their assessed contributions in a timely manner.
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2.

Credentials of representatives of States Parties at the second resumption of the
seventh session

14.
At its 13th meeting, on 13 February 2009, the Assembly adopted the report of the
Credentials Committee (see annex I).

3.

Report of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression

15.
At its 13th meeting, on 13 February 2009, the Assembly took note of the report of the
Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression as orally amended and decided that the report
be annexed to the proceedings of the second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly (see
annex II).

4.

Other matters

(a)

Independent oversight mechanism

16.
At its 12th meeting, on 9 February 2009, the Assembly decided to consider under agenda
item 6 the issue of the independent oversight mechanism.
17.
At its 13th meeting, on 13 February 2009, the Assembly adopted decision ICCASP/7/Decision 1 concerning an independent oversight mechanism.
(b)

Review Conference

18.
At its 12th meeting, on 9 February 2009, the Assembly also decided to consider under
agenda item 6 the issue of the Review Conference.
19.
At its 13th meeting, on 13 February 2009, the Assembly agreed with the views expressed in
the non-paper submitted by the Assembly’s focal point on the review of the Rome Statute, H.E. Mr.
Rolf Einar Fife (Norway), and decided that the non-paper be annexed to the proceedings of the
second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly (see annex III).
(c)

Trust Fund for the participation of the Least Developed Countries and other
developing States in the work of the Assembly

20.
The Assembly expressed its appreciation to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland for its contribution to the Trust Fund for the participation of the Least Developed
Countries and other developing States in the work of the Assembly.
21.
The Assembly noted with satisfaction that nine delegations had made use of the Trust Fund
to attend the second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly.
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Part II
Decision adopted by the Assembly of States Parties
ICC-ASP/7/Decision 1
Adopted at the 13th plenary meeting, on 13 February 2009, by consensus
ICC-ASP/7/Decision 1
Decision concerning an independent oversight mechanism
The Assembly of States Parties,
Bearing in mind article 112, paragraph 4, of the Rome Statute which provides that the
Assembly “may establish such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary, including an independent
oversight mechanism for inspection, evaluation and investigation of the Court, in order to enhance
its efficiency and economy”,
Welcoming the Report of the Bureau on an independent oversight mechanism,1 in particular
recommendation 2 thereof,
Noting further the views presented by the Court on the establishment of an independent
oversight mechanism,
Welcoming the interim report of the facilitator to the Bureau,2
1.
Requests the Bureau, in consultation with all relevant stakeholders, to urgently continue its
consideration of the establishment of an independent oversight mechanism, including its
programme budget implications;
2.
Further requests the Bureau to present its recommendations to the twelfth session of the
Committee on Budget and Finance in order to obtain the financial and administrative advice of the
Committee and, taking into account the views of the Committee, to report to the eighth session of
the Assembly with a view to the establishment of an independent oversight mechanism.

1

Report of the Bureau on an independent oversight mechanism (ICC-ASP/7/28).
Interim report to the Bureau of the Assembly of States Parties by the facilitator on the issue of establishing an
independent oversight mechanism for the International Criminal Court (ICC-ASP/7/INF.2).

2
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Annex I
Report of the Credentials Committee
Chairperson: Ms. Ceta Noland (Netherlands)
1.
At its 12th plenary meeting, on 9 February 2009, the Assembly of States Parties to the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, in accordance with rule 25 of the Rules of
Procedure of the Assembly of States Parties, appointed a Credentials Committee for its second
resumption of the seventh session, consisting of the following States Parties: Costa Rica, Estonia,
Ireland, Lesotho, Netherlands, Republic of Korea, Serbia, Suriname and Uganda.
2.

The Credentials Committee held two meetings on 9 and 12 February 2009.

3.
At its meeting on 12 February 2009, the Committee had before it a memorandum by the
Secretariat, dated 12 February 2009, concerning the credentials of representatives of States Parties
to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court to the second resumption of the seventh
session of the Assembly of States Parties. The Chairperson of the Committee updated the
information contained therein.
4.
As noted in paragraph 1 of the memorandum and the statement relating thereto, formal
credentials of representatives to the second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly of
States Parties, in the form required by rule 24 of the Rules of Procedure, had been received as at the
time of the meeting of the Credentials Committee from the following 62 States Parties in respect of
their representatives to the second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly of States
Parties:
Andorra, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Benin,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Colombia, Congo,
Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Djibouti, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana,
Guyana, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mexico, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Suriname,
Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Trinidad and Tobago
and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
5.
As noted in paragraph 2 of the memorandum, information concerning the appointment of
the representatives of States Parties to the second resumption of the seventh session of the
Assembly of States Parties had been communicated to the Secretariat, as at the time of the meeting
of the Credentials Committee, by means of a cable or a telefax from the Head of State or
Government or the Minister for Foreign Affairs, by the following 24 States Parties:
Bolivia, Botswana, Cambodia, Chad, Comoros, Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican
Republic, Fiji, Guinea, Lesotho, Malta, Mongolia, Montenegro, Nauru, Niger, Samoa, San
Marino, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Timor-Leste, Uganda, Uruguay and Zambia.
6.
The following 22 States Parties submitted their credentials to the seventh session and have
not communicated to the Secretariat any information regarding amendments to their representatives
to the second resumption of the seventh session, and it is understood that their representatives are
the same as in the first resumption of the seventh session:
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Afghanistan, Albania, Belize, Burundi, Central African Republic, Cook Islands, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Greece, Honduras, Liberia, Malawi,
Mali, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Paraguay, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Tajikistan, United
Republic of Tanzania and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of).
7.
The Chairperson recommended that the Committee accept the credentials of the
representatives of all States Parties mentioned in the Secretariat’s memorandum, on the
understanding that formal credentials for representatives of the States Parties referred to in
paragraph 5 of the present report, where there are changes from the regular session, would be
communicated to the Secretariat as soon as possible.
8.

On the proposal of the Chairperson, the Committee adopted the following draft resolution:
“The Credentials Committee,
Having examined the credentials of the representatives to the second resumption of the
seventh session of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court, referred to in paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 of the present report;
Accepts the credentials of the representatives of the States Parties concerned.”

9.

The draft resolution proposed by the Chairperson was adopted without a vote.

10.
The Chairperson then proposed that the Committee recommend to the Assembly of States
Parties the adoption of a draft resolution (see paragraph 12 below). The proposal was adopted
without a vote.
11.
In the light of the foregoing, the present report is submitted to the Assembly of States
Parties.
Recommendation of the Credentials Committee
12.
The Credentials Committee recommends to the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court the adoption of the following draft resolution:
“Credentials of representatives to the second resumption of the seventh session of the
Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
The Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
Having considered the report of the Credentials Committee on the credentials of
representatives to the second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly and the
recommendation contained therein,
Approves the report of the Credentials Committee.”
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Annex II
Report of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression
I.

Introduction

1.
The Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression of the Assembly of States Parties
to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court held six meetings on 9, 10, 11 and 13
February 2009. Ambassador Christian Wenaweser (Liechtenstein) served as Chair of the Special
Working Group.
2.
The Secretariat of the Assembly of States Parties provided the substantive servicing for the
Group.
3.
The discussions in the Group were held on the basis of three papers submitted by the
Chairman: a revised discussion paper (“2009 Chairman’s paper”); 1 a “Non-paper on other
substantive issues regarding aggression to be addressed by the Review Conference”; 2 and an
informal note on the work programme.3 At the first meeting of the Group, the Chairman introduced
all three documents. He recalled that the Group was open to participation by all States on an equal
footing, and encouraged delegations to comment in particular on issues that had not been
thoroughly discussed in recent sessions. The Chairman further recalled that, in accordance with
resolution ICC-ASP/7/Res.3, this was the final session of the Group, but not the final opportunity to
discuss the crime of aggression. After the conclusion of the work of the Special Working Group,
discussions would continue in the framework of the preparations of the Review Conference and
possibly at the Review Conference itself.

II.

2009 Chairman’s paper

4.
In introducing the 2009 Chairman’s paper, the Chairman noted that the paper was the
product of the Group’s work over several years and contained only minor changes as compared to
the June 2008 version. In particular, the revised version reflected a new structure based on the
understanding that the Review Conference would adopt the amendments on aggression as an annex
to an enabling resolution. The annex to that resolution would contain only the actual amendments to
the Rome Statute, whereas other issues, such as the question of entry into force, would be addressed
in the draft resolution or possibly some other text. Draft article 15 bis was renumbered and included
two new technical additions (paragraphs 3 and 5), the contents of which had already been agreed
during earlier discussions. The Chairman explained that the paper was presented in a manner that
should allow the Group to adopt a text that was as clean as possible. In this context, he emphasized
that the absence of footnotes and brackets was not intended to indicate that those parts of the text
were agreed and that the topics that had been discussed in the past remained on the table. The
Chairman also recalled the general understanding that “nothing is agreed until everything is
agreed”, that the suggested provisions were interlinked and that they would therefore be considered
as a package.

1

ICC-ASP/7/SWGCA/INF.1.
See appendix II.
3
See appendix III.
2
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Structure of the 2009 Chairman’s paper
5.
There was general support for the overall structure of the 2009 Chairman’s paper,
consisting of a draft enabling resolution to which amendments would be annexed. A suggestion was
made to refer in the opening phrase of the enabling resolution to “The Review Conference”, rather
than to “States Parties”. This would more closely mirror the structure of resolutions adopted by the
Assembly of States Parties as well as the Rome Conference. The Chairman subsequently circulated
a suggested wording for such an amendment, which met with general agreement.
Procedure for entry into force of the amendment on aggression
6.
The Chairman noted that the general question of whether paragraph 4 or 5 of article 121 of
the Rome Statute was applicable to the amendment on aggression had already been
comprehensively discussed in the past.4 It was understood that the solution to this issue was closely
linked to the outcome on other parts of the provisions on aggression.
7.
The Chairman invited delegations to focus their comments on a proposal submitted by a
delegation suggesting that paragraphs 4 and 5 of article 121 of the Rome Statute comprised a
unified and complementary regime, rather than two mutually exclusive regimes. Under this reading,
the amendment on aggression would initially enter into force only for those States Parties that had
ratified it, as outlined in paragraph 5. However, once seven-eights of States Parties to the Rome
Statute had ratified the amendment, it would enter into force for all States Parties, in accordance
with paragraph 4. Once that threshold would be met, paragraph 5, including its second sentence,
would no longer apply and the amendment would become binding on all States Parties.
8.
While delegations welcomed the non-paper as a contribution to the debate, the view
prevailed in the discussion that the amendment procedures set out in paragraphs 4 and 5 were
mutually exclusive. This was evidenced by the phrase “Except as provided in paragraph 5” in
paragraph 4, as well as by the content of the second sentence of paragraph 5. The drafting history as
well as academic commentaries on these provisions also supported this view. It was noted that the
Rome Statute provided in article 122 and article 121, paragraphs 4 and 5, three distinct amendment
regimes to which different thresholds for entry into force applied. Some delegations, however,
expressed interest in the proposal and welcomed attempts to bridge the two regimes. It was also
suggested to add a provision to the Statute ensuring that States that ratify the Statute after the entry
into force of the amendment were treated equally with States Parties that have not ratified the
amendment.
9.
Some delegations used the opportunity to reiterate arguments in favor of their preferred
regime for entry into force, as reflected in previous reports of the Group.5 During this discussion,
some new arguments were raised. It was submitted that applying article 121, paragraph 5, to the
amendment on aggression would de facto amount to allowing reservations, which were prohibited
under article 120 of the Statute, and which would be incompatible with the object and purpose of
the Statute in the sense of article 19 (c) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Such an
approach was also inconsistent with article 12, paragraph 1, of the Rome Statute, whereby States
Parties automatically accept the jurisdiction of the Court with respect to the crimes referred to in
article 5. Furthermore, it was suggested that article 121, paragraph 4, of the Rome Statute might
find more support amongst delegates favoring the application of paragraph 5 if the Court’s
jurisdiction would only apply to States that had accepted such jurisdiction by way of a declaration.

4

June 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of States
Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Resumed sixth session, New York, 2-6 June
2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/6/20/Add.1), annex II, paragraphs 6-14.
5
Ibid.
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10.
It was also suggested that article 5, paragraph 2, of the Rome Statute implied that the
amendments on aggression only needed to be adopted by the Review Conference, and that therefore
no ratification process was necessary for the entry into force of the provisions on aggression. States
Parties had thus already given anticipatory consent to the future exercise of jurisdiction over the
crime of aggression when ratifying the Statute. This reading was strongly contested by some
delegations, while others indicated they would want to consider it further.
11.
It was suggested that article 121, paragraphs 4 and 5, could be invoked in respect of
different amendments pertaining to aggression. Suggestions to delete or revise the second sentence
of article 121, paragraph 5, were also made. It was also noted that consideration could be given to
drafting an amendment procedure specific to the crime of aggression, since that crime was already
included in the Rome Statute, but lacked a definition, unlike the other crimes contained therein. It
was observed, however, that proposals to amend the amendment provisions in the Rome Statute
would not solve the immediate problem of determining which procedure was applicable to the
amendments on aggression.
Draft amendment #1: Deletion of article 5, paragraph 2 of the Rome Statute
12.
No objection was raised to the suggested deletion of article 5, paragraph 2, of the Rome
Statute. Nevertheless, it was also recalled that the issue was linked to an agreement on the definition
contained in article 8 bis and the conditions for the exercise of jurisdiction.
Draft amendment #2: Definition of the “crime” and the “act” of aggression (draft article 8 bis)
13.
The suggested wording of draft article 8 bis found generally strong support. It was stressed
that the text was the result of years of negotiation and many compromises, and some delegations
recalled that they had preferred different solutions for certain parts of the text, but supported the
draft as a balanced compromise. Nevertheless, some delegations recalled their concern about the
threshold clause contained in draft article 8 bis, paragraph 1, which would limit the Court’s
jurisdiction to cases where the act of aggression “by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a
manifest violation of the Charter of the United Nations”. It was argued that the clause was
unnecessary because any act of aggression would constitute a manifest violation of the Charter of
the United Nations, and that the definition should not exclude any acts of aggression. Furthermore,
aggression was sufficiently qualified through the list of acts contained in draft article 8 bis,
paragraph 2. Other delegations expressed support for the threshold clause, which would provide
important guidance for the Court, and in particular prevent the Court from addressing borderline
cases. It was also argued, however, that the current text implies that the threshold clause will
constitute a new definitional layer applicable to the act of aggression, which has been clearly
defined by article 8 bis, paragraph 2.
14.
To enhance clarity, it was suggested that the space between the first and the second
sentence of draft article 8 bis, paragraph 2, be deleted. The revised version of the 2009 Chairman’s
paper that was subsequently circulated included this editorial change.
15.
Some delegations explored possible changes to the text. These suggestions received limited
support. With respect to draft article 8 bis, paragraph 1, it was suggested to include the element of
“intent” as well as a reference to “persons” in plural. In this respect, it was recalled that these issues
were already addressed in the general part of the Rome Statute, in particular articles 25 and 30, as
well as in draft article 25, paragraph 3 bis. Caution was also expressed that such changes could have
unintended consequences for the interpretation of other crimes, and it was pointed out that the
drafting in the Chairman’s paper followed the structure of the other crimes covered in the Statute.
Furthermore, a suggestion was made with respect to draft article 8 bis, paragraph 2, namely to
replace the phrase “in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations” with
the threshold clause contained in paragraph 1. In response, it was recalled that the phrase in question
was based on article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United Nations, which was also mirrored
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in article 1 of General Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX). The suggestion was also made to insert a
reference to “unlawful” use of force in draft article 8 bis, paragraph 2, for the sake of clarity.
Delegations recalled, however, that this suggestion had been discussed in the past, without
attracting significant support. It was argued that such a reference was not necessary, as any use of
force inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations was, by definition, unlawful.
16.
Some delegates expressed the view that draft article 8 bis contained certain shortcomings.
In particular, it was questioned whether the text sufficiently criminalized the activities of armed
groups, in particular where such activities enjoyed the cooperation of a State. Furthermore, the view
was expressed that the reference to “another State” might inadvertently omit acts committed against
a territory that falls short of statehood, and that therefore, the word “State” in that paragraph should
be given a broad interpretation. In this regard, it was observed that the General Assembly
Declaration on Friendly Relations6 recognized that Non-Self-Governing territories had a distinct
status under the Charter of the United Nations. A discussion of the statehood issue also took place
during the drafting of General Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX) and was reflected in the
explanatory note to article 1 of the definition of aggression. It was recalled that some other
understandings recorded in the context of the adoption of that resolution might also still be relevant.
17.
Some delegations reiterated their view that General Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX) had
not been adopted for the purpose of defining an individual crime, but as guidance for the Security
Council in its determination of a State act of aggression. Some delegations also reiterated their
views and preferences regarding the nature of the list of acts of aggression in paragraph 2 of draft
article 8 bis (open or closed), which had been discussed in previous meetings of the Group.7 In
particular, it was stated that acts similar to those listed might also constitute acts of aggression. The
point was made that the reference to General Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX) did not import the
content of that resolution as a whole. The view was also expressed that the list should include acts
that are not of military nature, such as economic embargoes.
Draft amendment #3: Conditions for the exercise of jurisdiction (draft article 15 bis)
18.
The Chairman recalled that draft article 15 bis, dealing with the conditions for the exercise
of jurisdiction over the crime of aggression, had been discussed for a number of years. Two
technical additions were reflected in paragraphs 3 and 5 of the draft text, as outlined in the
Explanatory Note to the 2009 Chairman’s paper. 8 The Chairman noted that a solution for the
difficult issue of the conditions for the exercise of jurisdiction was not expected during this session,
and he therefore encouraged delegations to limit their comments to the question whether draft
article 15 bis accurately reflected the status of the discussion. The various positions on this issue
were amply reflected in previous reports of the Group.
19.
There was general agreement that the alternatives and options contained in paragraph 4
reflected the positions of delegations and required further discussion, including on the basis of new
ideas and suggestions. While it was agreed that paragraph 4 would require more work, paragraphs 1
to 3 as well as 5 and 6 were generally acceptable.

6

Resolution 2625 of 24 October 1970, Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.
7
November/December 2007 Report of the Special Working Group and 2007 Princeton report, both contained in
Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Sixth
session, New York, 30 November - 14 December 2007 (International Criminal Court publication, ICCASP/6/20), vol. I, annex II, paragraphs 18-23, and annex III, paragraphs 46-53.
8
ICC-ASP/7/SWGCA/INF.1.
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20.
Some delegations used the opportunity to reiterate their preferences on the issue of
conditions for the exercise of jurisdiction, in particular by identifying their preferred alternatives
and options as well as combinations thereof. These views are comprehensively reflected in previous
reports of the Group.9 In this context, a new suggestion was made to include option 2 currently
contained in alternative 1 under the umbrella of alternative 2, in combination with options 2, 3 and 4
thereunder. It was indicated that such a proposal could be understood to already be contained in the
current structure of draft article 15 bis, paragraph 4, and that the search for a compromise on these
issues will have to continue after the conclusion of the work of the Group.
21.
An earlier suggestion to simplify the wording of alternative 2, option 2 was recalled. The
option would thus simply read: “in accordance with article 15”. This was intended to bring the
procedure for the crime of aggression in line with other crimes. The question was raised, however,
whether the proposed wording was intended to limit the procedure referred to in alternative 2,
option 2 to proprio motu investigations by the Prosecutor, as was the case with article 15 of the
Rome Statute, or instead apply to all jurisdictional trigger mechanisms, as was envisaged in the
2009 Chairman’s paper.
22.
The Chairman suggested a technical improvement to the wording of draft article 15 bis,
paragraph 5, replacing the reference to the Court’s “determination of an act of aggression” with the
phrase “own findings”. There was general agreement on this change.
The “red light” proposal
23.
Delegations continued their discussion of the so-called “red light” proposal, which was
submitted in a further revised version.10 This proposal would allow the Security Council to decide to
stop an ongoing investigation into a crime of aggression by adopting a resolution under Chapter VII
of the United Nations Charter.11 The additional explanation was provided that the proposal intended
to complement the current scenarios contained in draft article 15 bis, paragraph 4: Currently, these
scenarios only foresaw that the Security Council would either determine the existence of an act of
aggression, or not act at all. The proposal would address the missing scenario in which the Security
Council would indicate that it would not be justified to conclude that an act of aggression had been
committed. The text reflected the language contained in article 2 of General Assembly resolution
3314 (XXIX).

9

June 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of States
Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Resumed sixth session, New York, 2-6 June
2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/6/20/Add.1), annex II, paragraphs 38-48; and, 2007
Princeton report, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, Sixth session, New York, 30 November - 14 December 2007 (International
Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/6/20), vol. I, annex III, paragraphs 14-35.
10
November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of
States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session, The Hague, 14-22
November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III, paragraphs 21-23;
and June 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of States
Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Resumed sixth session, New York, 2-6 June
2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/6/20/Add.1), annex II, paragraph 47.
11
The draft text reads as follows (footnotes omitted):
4bis. No investigation may be proceeded with on the situation notified to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, if the Security Council, [within [X] months after the date of notification] has adopted a resolution
under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations which indicates that it would not be justified, in the light
of relevant circumstances, to conclude that an act of aggression has been committed in such a situation,
including the fact that the acts concerned or their consequences are not of sufficient gravity.
4ter. If the Security Council has adopted a resolution based on the previous paragraph, the Prosecutor may
submit a request, through the Secretary General of the United Nations, to review the decision where the
Prosecutor considers that new facts have arisen which could negate the basis on which the resolution has been
previously taken. If the Security Council adopts a new resolution making a determination of an act of
aggression committed by the State concerned, the Prosecutor may proceed with the investigation in respect of a
crime of aggression.
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24.
There was limited support for the proposal, while some delegations wished to consider it
further. Some delegations reiterated their doubts raised during previous meetings of the Group, in
particular regarding the overlap of this proposal with article 16 of the Statute. Furthermore, doubts
were expressed whether such a negative determination by the Security Council was legally binding
for the Court. It was further questioned whether the Security Council was even empowered to make
a negative determination of aggression under the United Nations Charter or article 2 of General
Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX). The latter provision seemed to apply only to the internal
deliberations of the Security Council that would lead to the conclusion not to make a determination.
The point was also made that article 2 of the resolution dealt with the first use of armed force by a
State, which would prima facie be considered an act of aggression. In contrast, the purpose of the
Court’s proceedings was to determine individual criminal responsibility.
Draft amendment #4: Forms of participation in the crime (draft article 25, paragraph 3 bis)
25.
As in previous meetings of the Group, there was general agreement on the inclusion of draft
article 25, paragraph 3 bis, which would ensure that the leadership requirement would not only
apply to the principal perpetrator, but to all forms of participation. It was noted that this provision
was crucial to the structure of the definition of aggression in its current form. The view was also
expressed that the language of this provision was sufficiently broad to include persons with
effective control over the political or military action of a State but who are not formally part of the
relevant government, such as industrialists.
Draft amendment #5 and #6: Consequential amendments to articles 9 and 20 of the Rome
Statute
26.
Based on the previous agreement that article 9 of the Statute would have to be amended to
refer to the crime of aggression,12 the 2009 Chairman’s paper contained a specific amendment to
that effect. It was observed that a similar amendment would need to be made to article 20,
paragraph 3 of the Statute (Ne bis in idem). The Chairman subsequently circulated a suggested
wording for such an amendment that met with general agreement.

III.

Other substantive issues regarding aggression to be addressed by the Review
Conference

27.
The Chairman submitted a non-paper on other substantive issues regarding aggression to be
addressed by the Review Conference.13 He noted that the Review Conference could address some of
these issues when adopting the amendment on aggression, though not necessarily in the enabling
resolution itself. The concrete wording suggested in the non-paper on these issues was merely
intended to assist in the discussion, and was not meant to imply that these issues necessarily needed
to be addressed explicitly. Delegations welcomed the non-paper as a useful basis for discussion.
The summary of these discussions below should be read in conjunction with the more detailed
explanations on the various topics contained in the non-paper itself.
Activation of the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction on aggression with respect to Security
Council referrals
28.
The non-paper raised the question of the moment at which the Court would possess subjectmatter jurisdiction over the crime of aggression on the basis of article 13, paragraph b, of the Rome
Statute (referral by the Security Council), either after adoption of the relevant amendments by the
Review Conference, or after their entry into force. In addition, the non-paper offered draft language
for the possibility of clarifying that a Security Council referral, which may include the crime of
aggression, does not depend on the consent of the State concerned, as was the case with any other
Security Council referral. The following two sentences were suggested for discussion:
12
November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of
States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session, The Hague, 14-22
November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III, paragraph 34.
13
See appendix II.
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It is understood that the Court may exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression on the
basis of a Security Council referral in accordance with article 13 (b) of the Statute once the
amendment on aggression [is adopted by the Review Conference/has entered into force].
It is understood that the Court shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression on
the basis of a Security Council referral in accordance with article 13 (b) of the Statute
irrespective of whether the State concerned has accepted the Court’s jurisdiction in this
regard.
29.
Delegations generally found the language suggested agreeable, but expressed different
views on the time of activation of the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction over the crime of
aggression. Some delegations preferred the alternative in which the Court could exercise
jurisdiction over aggression based on a Security Council referral once the amendment on aggression
was adopted by the Review Conference. The wording of article 5, paragraph 2, and article 121,
paragraph 3, of the Rome Statute were cited in support of this view. This was also considered to be
consistent with the fact that the Security Council’s power to refer cases to the Court did not depend
on the acceptance of the State concerned, as evidenced in particular by article 103 of the Charter of
the United Nations. Other delegations, in particular those who favored the application of article 121,
paragraph 4, for the entry into force of the amendments on the crime of aggression, voiced a
preference that the Court could exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression only after the
amendment on aggression had entered into force.
Minimum number of ratifications in case of article 121, paragraph 5
30.
The non-paper explored the idea, originally raised during the November 2008 session of the
Group, that a minimum number of ratifications for entry into force could be required in case article
121, paragraph 5, was applied. No support was expressed for such a possibility, in particular as a
number of delegations preferred that the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction over the crime of
aggression be activated upon the adoption of the amendments on aggression by the Review
Conference. The point was also made that such a minimum number of ratifications was inconsistent
with the wording of article 121, paragraph 5, of the Rome Statute.
Implications of article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, for State referrals and proprio motu
investigations
31.
The non-paper referred to previous discussions on this issue, during which there was a
strong view that the application of article 121, paragraph 5, of the Rome Statute should not lead to
differential treatment between non-States Parties and States Parties that have not accepted the
amendment on aggression. 14 The Chairman recalled that these issues were discussed without
prejudice to delegations’ positions on the application of either paragraph 4 or 5 of article 121 of the
Rome Statute, and recommended that this complex issue be considered on the basis of the updated
chart included in the non-paper and the scenarios described therein.
32.
With respect to scenario 2, referring to an act of aggression committed by a State Party that
has accepted the amendment on aggression against a State Party that has not accepted the
amendment on aggression, the following language was suggested for discussion:
It is understood that article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, of the Statute does not
prevent the Court from exercising jurisdiction in respect of an act of aggression committed
by a State Party that has accepted the amendment on aggression.

14

November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of
States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session, The Hague, 14-22
November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III, paragraph 17.
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33.
A number of delegations agreed with this clarification, which would ensure equal treatment
of States that are victims of aggression, be they States Parties that have not accepted the amendment
on aggression, or non-States Parties. The view was also expressed that, under all nine scenarios
listed in the chart, the issue should be left for the judges to decide.
34.
With respect to scenario 4, referring to an act of aggression committed by a State Party that
has not accepted the amendment on aggression against a State Party that has accepted the
amendment on aggression, two alternatives were submitted by the Chairman, both of which intend
to avoid differential treatment of State Parties and non-States Parties.
35.

Alternative 1 would clarify that the Court did have jurisdiction in scenarios 4 and 7:
It is understood that article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, of the Statute does not
prevent the Court from exercising jurisdiction in respect of an act of aggression committed
against a State Party that has accepted the amendment.

36.

Alternative 2 would clarify that the Court did not have jurisdiction in scenarios 4 and 7:
It is understood that article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence of the Statute prevents the
Court from exercising jurisdiction in respect of an act of aggression committed by any State
that has not accepted the amendment.

37.
Both alternatives met with some support as well as some opposition. While no agreement
was reached on this issue, the textual approach taken in these two alternatives was considered
appropriate and practical. It was noted that these formulations were based on the assumption of
concurrent territorial jurisdiction over the crime of aggression (discussed below).
The leadership crime of aggression and territoriality
38.
During a preliminary discussion of this issue in November 2008, broad support had been
expressed for the view that “concurrent jurisdiction arises where the perpetrator acts in one State
and the consequences are felt in another”.15 The non-paper explored whether the issue should be
clarified explicitly or not, and suggested the following language for discussion:
It is understood that the notion of “conduct” in article 12, paragraph 2 (a), of the Statute
encompasses both the conduct in question and its consequence.
39.
There was general support for the concept contained in this draft language, though some
delegations expressed the view that clarification was not needed on this issue and that it was best
left to be determined by the Court. Concern was also expressed that the language proposed may
have unintended consequences including for other crimes. Furthermore, an alternative formulation
was suggested: “It is understood that jurisdiction based on the territoriality principle relates both to
the territory in which the conduct itself occurred and the territory in which its consequences
occurred.” Some delegations supported this language, while others preferred the language contained
in the non-paper.
Jurisdiction ratione temporis
40.
The non-paper suggested that language could be considered to specify that the provisions
on aggression would not have retroactive effect, in response to a suggestion made during the last
meeting of the Group. The draft language in the non-paper was modeled after article 11 of the Rome
Statute and read as follows:

15

Ibid., paragraphs 28-29.
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(i) It is understood, in accordance with article 11, paragraph 1, of the Statute, that the
Court has jurisdiction only with respect to crimes of aggression committed after the
amendment [has been adopted by the Review Conference/has entered into force].
(ii) It is understood, in accordance with article 11, paragraph 2, of the Statute, that in case
of article 13, paragraph (a) or (c), the Court may exercise its jurisdiction only with respect
to crimes of aggression committed after the entry into force of the amendment for that State,
unless that State has made a declaration under article 12, paragraph 3.
41.
The draft language was generally well received and considered useful, and delegations
voiced different preferences regarding the options contained in the bracketed language in paragraph
1, which were linked to the question of the activation of the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction over
the crime of aggression (see paragraph 29 above). A drafting suggestion was made to insert a
reference to article 13, paragraph b, of the Rome Statute into the first paragraph. Some delegations
supported this suggestion, while it was also noted that in this case, a reference to article 12,
paragraph 3, of the Rome Statute might have to be added to the first paragraph as well.

IV.

Elements of Crimes

42.
The Group continued its discussion regarding the future process with respect to the drafting
of Elements of Crimes.16 The view was expressed that it would be preferable for the Elements of
Crimes to be presented at the Review Conference for adoption along with the amendments on
aggression. The Group was informed that two delegations were currently preparing a discussion
paper on the Elements of Crimes, which would be discussed with interested delegations. The
discussion paper would be made available to delegates ahead of the inter-sessional meeting in June
2009.

V.

Future work on Aggression

43.
Following suggestions during the last meeting of the Group in November 2008, the
Chairman informed the Group about the status of preparations for an inter-sessional meeting on
aggression, thereby updating the information contained in the informal note on the work
programme. The Chairman was now exploring the possibility of such a meeting taking place from
8-10 June 2009, in New York. The Chairman further announced that he would no longer chair the
discussions on aggression following the conclusion of the Special Working Group at this final
session. He suggested that the future work on aggression should be chaired by H.R.H. Prince Zeid
Ra’ad Zeid Al-Hussein (Jordan).
44.
At the June inter-sessional meeting, delegates would continue the discussion on the work
achieved in the past and also have the opportunity to discuss the Elements of Crimes. The Chairman
emphasized that the discussions on the Elements of Crimes would take place in the same format as
the other meetings on aggression in the past and were thus open for participation by all States. The
first substantive discussion at the June inter-sessional meeting would also offer an opportunity to
exchange views on the timing of the adoption of the Elements. A number of delegations had
expressed the view that the Elements should be adopted simultaneously with the amendments on
aggression themselves, but the discussion on this topic had not been conclusive. The suggested
venue for the inter-sessional meeting met the support of delegations, especially by those who had
been unable to travel to the Princeton inter-sessional meetings in the past. A request for
interpretation services at the inter-sessional meeting was made, which the Chairman took under
advisement.

16
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VI.

Conclusion of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression

45.
The Chairman circulated a revised version of the 2009 Chairman’s paper, reflecting the
progress made during this session.
46.
At its sixth meeting, on 13 February 2009, the Special Working Group concluded its work
in accordance with resolution ICC-ASP/1/Res.1 (“Continuity of work in respect of the crime of
aggression”)17 and in accordance with resolution F of the Final Act of the Rome Conference.18 The
Group submitted the proposals for a provision on aggression contained in appendix I to this report
to the Assembly of States Parties for further consideration.

17

Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
First session, New York, 3-10 September 2002 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.03.V.2 and
corrigendum), part IV, resolution ICC-ASP/1/Res.1.
18
Official Records of the United Nations Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an
International Criminal Court, Rome, 15 June - 17 July 1998 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.02.I.5),
vol. I.
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Appendix I
Proposals for a provision on aggression elaborated by the Special
Working Group on the Crime of Aggression
Draft resolution
(to be adopted by the Review Conference)
The Review Conference,
(insert preambular paragraphs)
1.
Decides to adopt the amendments to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court
(hereinafter: “the Statute”) contained in the annex to the present resolution, which are subject to
ratification or acceptance and shall enter into force in accordance with article 121, paragraph [4 / 5] of
the Statute;
(add further operative paragraphs as needed)

Annex
Draft amendments to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court on the
Crime of Aggression
1.

Article 5, paragraph 2, of the Statute is deleted.

2.

The following text is inserted after article 8 of the Statute:
Article 8 bis
Crime of aggression
1.
For the purpose of this Statute, “crime of aggression” means the planning, preparation,
initiation or execution, by a person in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct
the political or military action of a State, of an act of aggression which, by its character, gravity
and scale, constitutes a manifest violation of the Charter of the United Nations.
2.
For the purpose of paragraph 1, “act of aggression” means the use of armed force by a State
against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of another State, or in any
other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations. Any of the following acts,
regardless of a declaration of war, shall, in accordance with United Nations General Assembly
resolution 3314 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974, qualify as an act of aggression:
(a)
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The invasion or attack by the armed forces of a State of the territory of another State,
or any military occupation, however temporary, resulting from such invasion or
attack, or any annexation by the use of force of the territory of another State or part
thereof;
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3.

(b)

Bombardment by the armed forces of a State against the territory of another State or
the use of any weapons by a State against the territory of another State;

(c)

The blockade of the ports or coasts of a State by the armed forces of another State;

(d)

An attack by the armed forces of a State on the land, sea or air forces, or marine and
air fleets of another State;

(e)

The use of armed forces of one State which are within the territory of another State
with the agreement of the receiving State, in contravention of the conditions provided
for in the agreement or any extension of their presence in such territory beyond the
termination of the agreement;

(f)

The action of a State in allowing its territory, which it has placed at the disposal of
another State, to be used by that other State for perpetrating an act of aggression
against a third State;

(g)

The sending by or on behalf of a State of armed bands, groups, irregulars or
mercenaries, which carry out acts of armed force against another State of such gravity
as to amount to the acts listed above, or its substantial involvement therein.

The following text is inserted after article 15 of the Statute:
Article 15 bis
Exercise of jurisdiction over the crime of aggression
1.
The Court may exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression in accordance with article
13, subject to the provisions of this article.
2.
Where the Prosecutor concludes that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an
investigation in respect of a crime of aggression, he or she shall first ascertain whether the
Security Council has made a determination of an act of aggression committed by the State
concerned. The Prosecutor shall notify the Secretary-General of the United Nations of the
situation before the Court, including any relevant information and documents.
3.
Where the Security Council has made such a determination, the Prosecutor may proceed
with the investigation in respect of a crime of aggression.
4.
(Alternative 1) In the absence of such a determination, the Prosecutor may not proceed
with the investigation in respect of a crime of aggression,
Option 1 – end the paragraph here.
Option 2 – add: unless the Security Council has, in a resolution adopted under Chapter VII
of the Charter of the United Nations, requested the Prosecutor to proceed with the
investigation in respect of a crime of aggression.
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4.
(Alternative 2) Where no such determination is made within [6] months after the date of
notification, the Prosecutor may proceed with the investigation in respect of a crime of aggression,
Option 1 – end the paragraph here.
Option 2 – add: provided that the Pre-Trial Chamber has authorized the commencement of
the investigation in respect of a crime of aggression in accordance with the procedure
contained in article 15;
Option 3 – add: provided that the General Assembly has determined that an act of
aggression has been committed by the State referred to in article 8 bis;
Option 4 – add: provided that the International Court of Justice has determined that an act
of aggression has been committed by the State referred to in article 8 bis.
5.
A determination of an act of aggression by an organ outside the Court shall be without
prejudice to the Court’s own findings under this Statute.
6.
This article is without prejudice to the provisions relating to the exercise of jurisdiction with
respect to other crimes referred to in article 5.
4.

The following text is inserted after article 25, paragraph 3 of the Statute:
3 bis. In respect of the crime of aggression, the provisions of this article shall apply only to
persons in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct the political or military action
of a State.

5.

The first sentence of article 9, paragraph 1 of the Statute is replaced by the following sentence:
1. Elements of Crimes shall assist the Court in the interpretation and application of articles 6, 7,
8 and 8 bis.

6.

The chapeau of article 20, paragraph 3 of the Statute is replaced by the following paragraph; the
rest of the paragraph remains unchanged:
3. No person who has been tried by another court for conduct also proscribed under article 6, 7,
8 or 8 bis shall be tried by the Court with respect to the same conduct unless the proceedings in
the other court:
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Appendix II
Non-paper on other substantive issues on aggression to be addressed
by the Review Conference
1.
In previous meetings of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression
(SWGCA), in particular during the seventh session of the Assembly, a number of issues have
surfaced which the Review Conference might usefully address when adopting the amendment
on aggression, though not necessarily in the amendment text itself. Instead, these issues could
be dealt with in the resolution by which the provisions on aggression are adopted, or
elsewhere in the Final Act of the Conference. Delegations might also be of the view that some,
or all of these issues, do not need to be addressed explicitly at all, e.g. because they would be
reflected in the report of the Working Group or elsewhere in the “travaux préparatoires”.
2.
The drafting suggestions below are thus only submitted with a view to facilitating a
deeper discussion of the issues addressed, without prejudice to the eventual placement and
format of such text.

I.

Activation of the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction on aggression with
respect to Security Council referrals

3.
Delegations might wish to deepen the consideration of this question, which was only
preliminarily discussed during the last session.1 There appeared to be increasing acceptance of
the view that, in accordance with article 5, paragraph 2, of the Statute, the Court would be
able to exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression on the basis of a Security Council
referral immediately after the adoption of the provision on aggression by the Review
Conference. Such an approach would follow from the wording of article 5, paragraph 2, and
more generally from the jurisdictional system established by articles 12 and 13 of the Rome
Statute, which do not require State consent in case of Security Council referrals. Alternatively,
delegations could come to the conclusion that the subject-matter jurisdiction on aggression
based on Security Council referrals begins with the entry into force of the amendment (under
either article 121, paragraph 4 or 5). In either case, it might be useful to have the agreed
understanding reflected. The following language could be considered:
It is understood that the Court may exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression
on the basis of a Security Council referral in accordance with article 13 (b) of the
Statute once the amendment on aggression [is adopted by the Review Conference/has
entered into force].

1

November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of
States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session, The Hague, 1422 November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III,
paragraph 38.
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4.
In this context, the SWGCA could furthermore consider language clarifying that a
Security Council referral, which may include the crime of aggression, as any other Security
Council referral, does not depend on the consent of the State concerned. Such a clarification
could be useful irrespective of which entry into force provision is applied (article 121,
paragraph 4 or 5), and would in particular address questions that could be raised in the context
of article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence.2
It is understood that the Court shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression
on the basis of a Security Council referral in accordance with article 13 (b) of the
Statute irrespective of whether the State concerned has accepted the Court’s
jurisdiction in this regard.

II.

Minimum number of ratifications in case of article 121, paragraph 5

5.
During the November 2008 session of the SWGCA, some delegations expressed
interest in requiring a minimum number of ratifications for the entry into force of the
amendments on aggression under the option in which article 121, paragraph 5, is applied.
Such a requirement would arguably only add value if combined with the understanding that
the Court may accept Security Council referrals only after the entry into force of the
amendment (and not, as discussed above, immediately after the adoption of the amendment
by the Review Conference). In this case, delegations might want to avoid a situation where a
single ratification of the amendment would activate the Court’s jurisdiction with respect to
Security Council referrals. Nevertheless, the opposite view was also expressed, favoring a
quick activation of the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction. It was also questioned whether the
introduction of a provision on a minimum number of ratifications required for entry into force
was compatible with article 121, paragraph 5. The following language is thus only presented
with a view to facilitating the discussions on this issue, with the understanding that there is
currently no agreement as to whether article 121, paragraph 4 or 5 should apply.
(Text in bold to be added to operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution in the 2009
Chairman’s paper)
… the amendments … shall enter into force in accordance with article 121,
paragraph 5, of the Statute one year after the deposit of the [xth] instrument of
ratification or acceptance.

III.

Implications of article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, for State
referrals and proprio motu investigations

6.
The SWGCA has already held a preliminary discussion on this issue, during which
there was a strong view that the application of article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence,
should not lead to differential treatment between non-States Parties and States Parties that
have not accepted the amendment on aggression.3 At the same time, the sentence in question
has given rise to different interpretations, and some delegations called for clarification.
7.
Article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, reads: “In respect of a State Party which
has not accepted the amendment, the Court shall not exercise its jurisdiction regarding a
crime covered by the amendment when committed by that State Party’s nationals or on its
territory.”
2

Previously discussed in the November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in
Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal
Court, Seventh session, The Hague, 14-22 November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication,
ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III, paragraphs 7-10.
3
Ibid., paragraphs 11-15.
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8.
The issue can best be understood by referring to the illustrative chart on “Jurisdiction
scenarios regarding article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence”,4 and in particular scenarios 2
and 4 contained therein. Delegations held different views regarding the question of
jurisdiction under these two scenarios, but the view prevailed that there should be no
discrimination between non-States Parties and States Parties that have not accepted the
amendment.
May the Court
exercise jurisdiction
over the crime of
aggression?

Victim:
State Party,
accepted CoA

Victim:
State Party, has
not accepted CoA

Victim:
Non-State Party

Aggressor:
State Party,
accepted CoA

1

2

3

Aggressor:
State Party, has
not accepted CoA

4

Aggressor:
Non-State Party

7

Yes

?
5

?

6
No

8
Yes

Yes

No
9

No

No

9.
In order to facilitate the discussion of this complex issue, it is suggested to address
scenarios 2 and 4 separately. With respect to both scenarios, text can be formulated that
ensures non-discrimination and clarifies whether the Court has jurisdiction. The respective
formulations could eventually be merged once agreement on an overall approach is reached.
10.
With respect to scenario 2, the following interpretative language could be
considered to ensure non-discrimination (compare scenarios 2 and 3) and to clarify that the
Court does5 have jurisdiction:
It is understood that article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, of the Statute does
not prevent the Court from exercising jurisdiction in respect of an act of aggression
committed by a State Party that has accepted the amendment on aggression.
11.
With respect to scenario 4, the following interpretative language could be
considered to ensure non-discrimination (compare scenarios 4 and 7). Since delegations
appeared to have different views as to whether the Court should have jurisdiction in scenario
4, two alternatives are provided, both of which ensure non-discrimination.
Alternative 1 (clarifies that the Court does have jurisdiction in scenario 4 and 7):
It is understood that article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, of the Statute does
not prevent the Court from exercising jurisdiction in respect of an act of aggression
committed against a State Party that has accepted the amendment.
4
Also see the November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of
the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session,
The Hague, 14-22 November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I,
annex III, appendix II.
5
It appeared from the discussions in the Special Working Group that no delegation found it desirable
that the Court should not have jurisdiction in this scenario.
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Alternative 2 (clarifies that the Court does not have jurisdiction in scenarios 4 and 7):
It is understood that article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence, of the Statute
prevents the Court from exercising jurisdiction in respect of an act of aggression
committed by any State that has not accepted the amendment.

IV.

The leadership crime of aggression and territoriality

12.
The SWGCA has already held a preliminary discussion on this issue, during which
broad support was expressed for the view that “concurrent jurisdiction arises where the
perpetrator acts in one State and the consequences are felt in another”.6 Should delegations
indeed wish to clarify this issue, along the lines indicated during the last session of the
SWGCA, the following language could be considered:
It is understood that the notion of “conduct” in article 12, paragraph 2 (a), of the
Statute encompasses both the conduct in question and its consequence.

V.

Jurisdiction ratione temporis

13.
During the last meeting of the SWGCA, the suggestion was made that it should be
specified that the amendments on aggression shall apply prospectively. The SWGCA had
discussed this issue during its 2004 Princeton meeting7, during which there was no objection
to specifying that the provisions on aggression would not have retroactive effect. In light of
the provisions of article 5, paragraph 2, and following the structure of article 11 of the Statute,
the following language could be considered:
(i) It is understood, in accordance with article 11, paragraph 1, of the Statute, that
the Court has jurisdiction only with respect to crimes of aggression committed
after the amendment [has been adopted by the Review Conference/has entered
into force].
(ii) It is understood, in accordance with article 11, paragraph 2, of the Statute, that
in case of article 13, paragraph (a) or (c), the Court may exercise its
jurisdiction only with respect to crimes of aggression committed after the entry
into force of the amendment for that State, unless that State has made a
declaration under article 12, paragraph 3.
14.
It should be noted that the first paragraph suggested above marks the beginning of
jurisdiction ratione temporis in case of a Security Council referral or in case of an ad hoc
declaration under article 12, paragraph 3, of the Statute. The second paragraph marks the
beginning of jurisdiction ratione temporis for referrals by States Parties and for proprio motu
investigations.

6

November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly
of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session, The Hague,
14-22 November 2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III,
paragraphs 28 and 29.
7
2004 Princeton report, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court, Third session, The Hague, 6-10 September 2004
(International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/3/25), annex II, paragraphs 6-9.
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Appendix III
Informal note on the work programme
1.
The Chairman of the Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression (SWGCA) would
like to draw the attention of all delegations to the report of the Special Working Group of the
seventh session1 and the revised Chairman’s paper submitted in preparation of the upcoming session
(2009 Chairman’s paper).
2.
In order to facilitate the preparation for the substantive work of this last session of the
SWGCA, the Chairman would like to suggest a number of issues on which the Group could usefully
focus its work. This list is subject to change depending on the progress made in the discussions and
without prejudice to other topics delegations may wish to raise.

I.

Draft amendments on aggression, based on the 2009 Chairman’s paper

3.
The main goal of this session will be to adopt a final report of the SWGCA for
consideration by the Assembly of States Parties, containing a set of draft amendments to the Rome
Statute. It is envisaged that this document should be as clean as possible, based on the 2009
Chairman’s paper. At the same time, it is understood that several questions, including the issue dealt
with in draft article 15 bis, paragraph 4 (procedural options in case of inaction by the Security
Council) will require further work after the completion of the SWGCA. It is also understood that all
draft provisions on the crime of aggression are interlinked and that the principle “nothing is agreed
until everything is agreed” therefore applies.

II.

Other substantive issues related to the draft amendments on aggression

4.
In previous meetings of the SWGCA, in particular during the seventh session of the
Assembly, a number of issues have surfaced which the Review Conference might usefully address
when adopting the amendments on aggression, though not necessarily in the amendment text itself.
These relate, inter alia, to (a) the activation of the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction on aggression
with respect to Security Council referrals; (b) the question of a minimum number of ratifications to
be required in connection with article 121, paragraph 5, of the Statute; (c) issues related to the
potential application of article 121, paragraph 5, second sentence; (d) the question of territoriality of
the crime of aggression in light of its nature as a leadership crime; and (e) the question of
jurisdiction ratione temporis.
5.
The Chairman therefore suggests draft language on these issues for discussion by the
SWGCA. The Review Conference could adopt language on these issues simultaneously with the
amendments on aggression, in an appropriate format that is yet to be discussed. A separate nonpaper has been submitted in order to facilitate discussions.

III.

Elements of Crimes

6.
In light of the previous discussions of the SWGCA,2 the 2009 Chairman’s paper contains a
draft amendment to article 9 of the Statute. The SWGCA could in particular make recommendations
to the Assembly regarding the future consideration of the Elements of Crimes and the timing of
their adoption.
1

November 2008 Report of the Special Working Group, contained in Official Records of the Assembly of States
Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Seventh session, The Hague, 14-22 November
2008 (International Criminal Court publication, ICC-ASP/7/20), vol. I, annex III.
2
Ibid., paragraph 34.
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IV.

Future work on aggression

This will be the final session of the SWGCA. Since the Assembly has already agreed to
continue the work on aggression after the SWGCA has concluded its work, the Group should
discuss such future work. In this context, delegations might wish to discuss the modalities for
submission of the proposed amendment on aggression, on the one hand in light of article 121 of the
Rome Statute (submission to the United Nations Secretary-General), and on the other hand in light
of resolution ICC-ASP/1/Res.1 (Continuity of work in respect of the crime of aggression) and
resolution F of the Final Act of the Rome Conference (submission to the Assembly). Furthermore,
the details of a further inter-sessional meeting on aggression should be discussed. At this stage, such
a meeting is tentatively planned for a duration of two and a half days, from 15 to 17 June 2009, at
Princeton University, in light of the discussions held at the seventh session of the Assembly.3

3
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Annex III
Non-paper on the scope of the Review Conference∗
The present non-paper on the scope of the Review Conference is submitted in order to
facilitate the substantive preparation of the Conference.
It is recalled that the parameters for the scope of the Review Conference are defined in the
Rome Statute (in particular articles 121 to 123, as well as article 5, paragraph 2; and article 124), the
Final Act of the Rome Conference (resolutions E and F), as well as in subsequent decisions of the
Assembly of States Parties (hereinafter “the Assembly”) (in particular decisions on the crime of
aggression, such as ICC-ASP/1/Res.1, as well as references to the Review Conference in the
omnibus resolution, ICC-ASP/7/Res.3).
Reference is made to the progress reports of the focal point made since his appointment at
the third session of the Assembly, based on contacts and exchanges concerning the preparation for
the Conference. These included views on key parameters for the scope of the Conference, reflected
particularly in the focal point’s preliminary paper of 21 November 2006 (ICC-ASP/5/INF.2) and the
progress report of 4 December 2007 (ICC-ASP/6/INF.3). These showed that approaches made to
the focal point had confirmed a deep commitment by States Parties to the aims and integrity of the
Rome Statute. Moreover, they showed that there is a longstanding broad support for the proposed
goals of the Review Conference of strengthening the Court and protecting the integrity of the
Statute. At the same time, it was acknowledged that the Court has been in existence for only a few
years. Some key procedures have not yet been implemented. This has limited the empirical basis for
any discussion of amendments in important areas. A key focus should therefore be on what the
Review Conference could usefully do in order to enhance the principles and purposes of the Statute
and support for the Court. The focal point recommended that, in addition to a focus on amendments
that command very broad, preferably consensual, support, consideration should also be given to a
stocktaking of international criminal justice in 2010.
It is further recalled that the Assembly decided at its seventh session that “proposals for
amendments to the Rome Statute to be considered by the Review Conference should be discussed at
the eighth session of the Assembly of States Parties in 2009, with a view to promoting consensus
and a well prepared Review Conference”. Furthermore, the Assembly recommended that, “in
addition to a focus on amendments that may command very broad, preferably consensual support,
the Review Conference should be an occasion for a “stocktaking” of international criminal justice
in 2010.”
As also underlined by the President of the Assembly during the informal consultations on
22 January 2009 in New York, the preparatory process will be conducted in a transparent and
inclusive manner. This process (with the exception of the work on the crime of aggression) will be
conducted in the framework of the New York Working Group of the Bureau. All substantive
suggestions and proposals for the Review Conference should be coordinated informally within this
framework and with the assistance of the joint facilitators appointed by the Bureau for this purpose.
The New York Working Group should strive to make as much progress as possible on all relevant
substantive issues,1 in order to ensure a successful preparation of the Review Conference.
∗

Submitted by the Assembly’s focal point on the review of the Rome Statute, Mr. Rolf Einar Fife (Norway).
The New York Working Group will also deal with other issues related to the preparation of the Review
Conference that are not addressed in this paper. The Bureau was mandated by the seventh session of the
Assembly to continue the preparations of the Review Conference including with regard to scope, financial and
legal implications, as well as practical and organizational issues.
1
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The following issues require substantive preparation:
(1)

Mandatory issues arising from the Rome Statute and the Final Act of the Rome
Conference:
a) Review of article 124 of the Statute: This is the only legally mandatory review to
be carried out at the first Review Conference. This concerns the transitional
provision in article 124 on deferred acceptance of jurisdiction of the Court for war
crimes. The matter should therefore be discussed within the New York Working
Group, with a view to elaborating a concrete report reflecting views and
containing a recommendation to the Assembly.
b) Crime of aggression (article 5, paragraph 2, of the Statute; resolution F of the
Final Act): The Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression will conclude
its work during the second resumption of the seventh session of the Assembly.
The future work on aggression (including the preparation of a further intersessional meeting) will be addressed by the Special Working Group directly.
c) Consideration of the crimes of terrorism and drug crimes, in accordance with
resolution E of the Final Act.2 The matter should be discussed within the New
York Working Group, with a view to elaborating a concrete recommendation to
the Assembly.

(2)

Consideration of other potential amendments to the Rome Statute: Any initiatives
for draft amendments beyond those referred to under (1) above should be
communicated to and discussed within the New York Working Group. Currently, one
such initiative has been indicated by the delegation of Belgium with respect to the list
of weapons contained in article 8, paragraph 2 (b) (xx).

(3)

Stocktaking of international criminal justice: The Assembly has recommended that
the Review Conference should be an occasion for a “stocktaking” of international
criminal justice in 2010. The New York Working Group should discuss and prepare
the modalities of such a stocktaking exercise, with a view to elaborating a concrete
recommendation to the Assembly.

2

In resolution E, the Rome Conference “recommends that a Review Conference pursuant to article 123 of the
Statute of the International Criminal Court consider the crimes of terrorism and drug crimes with a view to
arriving at an acceptable definition and their inclusion in the list of crimes within the Court.”
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Annex IV
List of documents
Plenary
ICC-ASP/7/35

Provisional agenda
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Annotated list of items included in the provisional agenda

ICC-ASP/7/INF.2

Interim report to the Bureau of the Assembly of States Parties by
the facilitator on the issue of establishing an independent oversight
mechanism for the International Criminal Court

ICC-ASP/7/L.11

Draft report of the Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court

ICC-ASP/7/L.13

Draft report of the Credentials Committee

ICC-ASP/7/L.14

Draft decision concerning an independent oversight mechanism

Special Working Group on the Crime of Aggression
ICC-ASP/7/SWGCA/INF.1

Discussion paper on the crime of aggression proposed by the
Chairman (revision January 2009)

ICC-ASP/7/SWGCA/CRP.2

Draft report of the Special Working Group on the Crime of
Aggression
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